I am a Scouter, because I can have fun saving the Earth by
recycling and making my own Golf Clubs!

SAVE THE EARTH
Play “GREEN” Golf
Using ONLY the provided materials lash together a golf club. Keep in mind you
will have to unlash the club when the game ends.
*Bamboo staff
*Smartwater empty plastic bottle
*Twine
You have been given 4 balls to use on your putting green (which is now an icy
blue color due to a late night freeze and dropping temperatures).
The game is timed. Each person alternates taking turns hitting all 4 balls at the 4
holes trying to get each ball in a hole using 1 hit and 1 hit only per ball. You may
only get 1 ball into each hole - no duplicate holes per person. You may place the
balls where you like, but they must be behind the “red” start line.
A second person needs to be standing behind the holes to retrieve the balls after
all 4 have been hit and yell the score to staff member to be recorded - tell staff
scorekeeper the ball color and how many balls were hit into the holes (1, 2, 3 or
4). This person returns with the balls and then takes his or her turn hitting all 4
balls while the next person in line takes their place behind the holes to begin their
turn.
Continue rotating your patrol members until a whistle is blown that the time is
over.
Unlash your golf club and leave the materials for the golf club and the balls
where you found them for the next game round.
*NOTE: Bonus (tie breaker) questions are posted. If you choose to answer
them, please fill out one of the provided 3 x 5 cards and place it in the
provided box before you leave this rotation. Make sure you put your Patrol
Name, Unit Number and the answers on the card.”

